We report observations of the He i l 5876 (D3) line in the late A-and early F-type stars in the Pleiades and Alpha Persei star clusters used to determine chromospheric activity levels. This represents the first sample of young stars in this temperature range with chromospheric activity measurements. We find the same average activity level in the young early F stars as in Hyades-age stars and field stars. In addition, the young star sample shows the same large star-to-star variation in activity as seen in the older stars. Thus, as a whole, chromospheric activity in this photospheric temperature range remains the same over nearly a factor of 100 in stellar age (50 Myr to 3 Gyr), in striking contrast to the behaviour of later-type stars. In the five late A stars we find three certain detections of D3 and one likely detection. This includes the bluest star yet observed with a chromospheric D3 line, Pleiades star HII 1362 at B 2 V 0 0X22Y making it one of the earliest stars with an observed chromosphere. The late A stars have D3 equivalent widths comparable to the weakest early F stars. However, when comparing D3 measurements in the young late A stars with older late A stars, we find evidence for a slight decrease in activity with age based on the large number of nondetections in the older stars. We find an apparently linear relationship between the activity upper limit and B 2 V over our entire range of B 2 VX Extrapolated blueward, this relationship predicts that the chromospheric D3 line would disappear for all stars at B 2 V < 0X13X
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The late A-and early F-type stars occupy an important niche in terms of activity. The early F stars B 2 V < 0X29±0X42 show moderate to strong chromospheric activity, with few exceptions. This activity does not appear to correlate with rotation (Simon & Landsman 1991; Garcia Lo Âpez et al. 1993) , implying a nondynamo origin for the activity, likely to be acoustic energy generated at the base of the thin convection zone.
The late A stars B 2 V & 0X29 have only recently been found to show chromospheric and coronal activity, owing to the limited number of activity indicators appropriate for these stars. Simon & Landsman (1991) found several stars with B 2 V , 0X29 displaying moderately strong C ii l1335 emission, and Landsman & Simon (1993) found Lya emission in some of the same stars, and in other stars with B 2 V , 0X29X However, in both cases many of the late A stars displayed very weak or non-existent emission. The current`record' for the earliest star that shows chromospheric emission is t 3 Eri at B 2 V 0X16 (Simon & Landsman 1997) . As a result of its proximity, Altair B 2 V 0X22 has been detected at X-ray wavelengths despite very weak activity comparable to the active Sun. However, since X-ray luminosity remains relatively constant throughout the late-type stars, one cannot generally distinguish between an active A star and an inactive A star with an active later-type companion.
Clusters with a wide range of ages have been surveyed at X-ray wavelengths with ROSAT. If we compare the observations of the Hyades by Stern, Schmitt & Kahabka (1995) with observations of the Pleiades by Micela et al. (1996) , we see that the difference between the X-ray emission in the early F stars is a factor of 2. However, contamination by unseen late-type companions makes such a comparison somewhat imprecise, especially since the G and K stars in the Pleiades show up to a factor of 10 greater emission as compared with the Hyades. Furthermore, recent measurements of coronal activity in the Praesepe cluster (Randich & Schmitt 1995) show a dramatic difference between this cluster and the Hyades cluster, despite the nearly identical ages. Thus, any relationship between coronal activity and age in the early F stars is not easily inferred.
The He i l5876 (D3) absorption feature provides the best ground-based activity indicator for the early F stars and possibly for the late A stars. Observationally, the solar D3 line appears strongly in plates and does not appear above the quiet photosphere (Landman 1981) . The equivalent width of the line is thought to provide a measure of the active region filling factor in F and G stars (Andretta & Giampapa 1995) . The equivalent width correlates well with other chromospheric activity indicators in early F field stars, e.g. the C ii l1335 emission flux (Rachford 1997; hereafter R97 ) and the C iv l 1549 emission flux (Wolff, Boesgaard & Simon 1986 ).
In field stars the D3 equivalent width abruptly decreases by an order of magnitude between B 2 V 0X31 and B 2 V 0X28 (R97), and no field stars with B 2 V , 0X29 have D3 detections. This prompted the suggestion that the D3 line either truly disappears in the late A stars or becomes too weak for detection in spectra with signal-to-noise ratio SaN < 150X In contrast, as noted earlier, chromospheric emission lines in the ultraviolet (UV) portion of the spectrum have been detected in many field stars with B 2 V , 0X29X Rachford (1998; hereafter Paper I) did find a Hyades star at B 2 V 0X26 with a moderately strong D3 line, consistent with the measurement of the C ii l1335 line of Simon & Landsman (1991) , suggesting that the D3 line may have utility as an activity indicator in the hotter stars.
In Paper I we also found for our sample of Hyades-aged stars (from the Hyades, Praesepe and Coma open clusters) that the mean level of activity and the star-to-star range of activity were similar in the three clusters and similar to the field population. However, the three open clusters and the field star sample cover less than one order of magnitude in age and the chromospheric activity has not been measured for a sample of young late A and early F stars. Thus, we have measured the D3 line in a sample of 14 stars in the Pleiades and Alpha Persei clusters. This sample extends the age range of chromospheric activity measures in this temperature range by another order of magnitude.
We organize the remainder of this paper as follows. In Section 2 we describe the observations and their analysis. In Section 3 we discuss interstellar reddening corrections for our stars. In Section 4 we combine our current activity measurements with previously published measurements and discuss the results. Specifically, in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we discuss the evolution of activity in early F and late A stars, respectively. In Section 4.3 we discuss overall trends in activity through our range of stellar temperatures. In Section 4.4 we search for a correlation between rotation and activity. In Section 4.5 we consider the widths of the D3 lines. Finally, we summarize our findings in Section 5.
O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D D ATA A N A LY S I S
The data were obtained with the 0.9-m Coude Â Feed telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory, using the echelle grating, Camera 5 and the F3KB charge-coupled device (CCD). We employed a 300-mm slit (2.1 arcsec) for the observations. Based on measurements of Th±Ar lamp spectra, the dispersion of 25 mA Ê pixel 21 provided 2.8-pixel resolution (70 mA Ê or 3.6 km s 21 ). Table 1 lists the dates for each observing run, while Table 2 lists the target stars in the two clusters. All final stellar spectra result from the co-addition of four up to as many as 10 individual spectra. Since a detailed observing log for these stars would contain 94 entries, we omit this in favour of noting the fraction of the total counts obtained during each of the two observing runs. The worst individual spectra have S/N of about 25 per pixel at D3, with typical values of 35±50. Under ideal conditions we could obtain a per-pixel S/N of 100 on a V 9X0 star in about 5 h.
The primary selection criteria were B 2 V 0 and v sin i. We chose stars with B 2 V 0 & 0X42Y and included stars as early as B 2 V 0 < 0X2 to be able to determine the colour at which D3 absorption disappears in each cluster. D3 becomes somewhat difficult to measure in stars with v sin i * 80Y but can be measured in stars with larger rotational broadening at high S/N. However, because of the relative faintness of the cluster stars, we selected stars with literature values of 100 or less.
We applied the same reduction and analysis procedures described in Paper I, and only give a brief overview here.
First, we used standard routines from iraf for bias subtraction, flat-fielding, scattered light removal, reduction to one-dimensional spectra, continuum normalization and wavelength calibration. Then, using idl routines, we fitted a calculated synthetic spectrum to a portion of the data. This fit gives radial velocity and v sin i from which a synthetic spectrum can be calculated for weak lines near the D3 line. Division of this synthetic spectrum into the object spectrum removes the contaminating photospheric lines. This fitting procedure provided the values of v sin i in Table 3 . We note without further comment that, for most of our objects, we provide the first published high-precision measurement of rotational velocity.
To remove contaminating telluric lines, we obtained a very high-S/N spectrum of Regulus to serve as a`master' telluric (1947) . V and B 2 V for Alpha Persei from Mitchell (1960) and for Pleiades from Johnson & Mitchell (1958) . Column 4 gives the dereddened colour assuming the median colour excess for all stars. Column 5 gives the dereddened colour using individual colour excesses from Crawford & Barnes (1974) for Alpha Persei and Crawford & Perry (1976) for the Pleiades.
spectrum. Then, using a published list of telluric lines, we fitted a synthetic telluric spectrum to each object spectrum and determined the line strength ratio between the object spectra and the master spectrum. This ratio provides the scaling factor to be applied to the master spectrum, and the division of the appropriately scaled telluric spectrum into each object spectrum provides very accurate telluric line removal. Once the contaminating photospheric and telluric lines had been removed, we fitted a Gaussian profile to the D3 line to determine equivalent width (W l D3), linewidth (Gaussian FWHM) and central wavelength (l D3 ). Table 4 gives these parameters for each star. The adopted values of B 2 V 0 will be justified in Section 3.
One serious complication in our analysis of the data from Fall 1995 was a sinusoidal noise pattern of unknown origin. This pattern gave the appearance of fringing, but preferentially affected the shortest wavelengths on the CCD, and its source may have been in the electronics (KPNO staff were unable to re-create the problem during subsequent engineering time). The amplitude of the pattern was about 1 per cent or less, but, because of phase differences between the flat-field lamp spectra and the object spectra, the amplitude in the final spectra was as large as 2 per cent. The pattern was well constrained in frequency space, and to remove the pattern we applied a narrow band-stop digital filter to remove frequencies corresponding to periods of 14.5±16 pixels (0.36±0.40 A Ê ). Fortunately, this falls between the lower frequencies associated with photospheric lines, and the higher frequencies associated with telluric lines. For this reason, and because the amplitude was small enough, we were able to perform accurate photospheric and telluric line fits and removals before applying the filter. Fig. 1 shows a sample photospheric line fit in a relatively high-S/N spectrum for a field star with moderately high v sin i. Although the`fringing' is obvious, the fit is still good, and the removal procedure works well.
In the single case where no D3 line was present above the noise, we fitted a third-order continuum and using the pixels that would be covered by an extant D3 line determined an error estimate from these data. This error estimate allowed us to calculate a 3s upper limit. Fig. 2 gives a sample of D3 lines for our stars.
We note the generally high statistical significance of our D3 detections given in Table 4 ; in only one case do we report a detection at below the 3s level, Alpha Persei star HE 220. As noted in Table 3 , 63 per cent of the total counts for HE 220 were obtained during the second observing run. The fit to this portion of the data gives an equivalent width of 11X1^4X5 m A and a somewhat narrower line than in the overall data. Thus, we tentatively consider this star weakly active at D3. Presumably due to the`fringing' problem, the formal uncertainties we derive are Abt & Levato (1978) , Abt & Cardona (1984) and Mendoza (1956) . Column 4 gives the percentage of total data acquired during each observing run. Column 5 gives the total per-pixel continuum S/N for each star. Column 6 indicates the following`peculiarities': (1) possible SB1, (2) SB2, (3) d Scuti variable, (4) possible photometric variability. Figure 1 . Portion of a photospheric line fit and`fringing' correction for a bright field star. From top to bottom: raw data with photospheric fit overlaid, division of the raw data by the fit and the result of the application of the narrow band-stop filter. Although the fringing is obvious, the photospheric fit is still reasonable, especially considering that the lines we must synthesize and remove from the D3 vicinity are much weaker. Clearly, the digital filter works well in diminishing the fringing pattern. The amplitude of the fringing and the S/N are larger in this spectrum than in most cluster star spectra. (The star is l Ari, v sin i 84 km s 21 X up to 50 per cent larger than we would otherwise expect; however, we see no evidence of systematic errors arising from this problem.
R E D D E N I N G
Before we can further analyse our D3 data we must attempt to sort out the reddening data to determine reasonable values of B 2 V 0 for each star, of obvious importance if we are to claim detections for the blue stars and necessary for the separation of late A from early F stars by colour. The Pleiades cluster has provided an exceptional laboratory for the study of interstellar cloud±cluster interactions (White & Bally 1993) . However, the complex situation occurring in the cluster makes the assessment of reddening corrections difficult. While the Alpha Persei situation is not as well studied as that of the Pleiades, it shows considerably larger average reddening than the Pleiades.
In Table 2 , we have shown the difference between B 2 V 0 determined assuming uniform reddening and determined with individual values of reddening derived from Eb 2 y values given by Crawford & Barnes (1974) and Crawford & Perry (1976) [an analysis using b 2 y 0 yields similar results]. In the most extreme cases the difference is 0.06 mag in B 2 VX While the Pleiades cluster as a whole shows differential reddening, significant excess reddening is generally confined to a small area south of Merope and the large majority of stars show reddening consistent with EB 2 V 0X04 (Breger 1986 ). We note that one of our objects (HII 530) has a derived reddening of zero, which clearly cannot be taken literally in light of thè normal' stars surrounding this object, and the strong interstellar Na D lines we see in our spectra. Many of our objects show excess reddening of 0.03±0.06 mag above the typical value. However, several of these stars are suspected binaries, and with the exception of an equal pair, a binary system will appear redder by up to 0.06 mag for late A and early F stars. In addition, HII 1362 is an Am star, and again this would produce the illusion of greater than normal interstellar reddening. For a statistical study of a large number of stars the individual reddening corrections are appropriate, but since none of our targets shows signs of particularly large reddening, we feel that the avenue of least regret would be to assume EB 2 V 0X04 for all of our stars.
The Alpha Persei data from Crawford & Barnes (1974) also suggest variable reddening with a mean corresponding to EB 2 V 0X10X While the interstellar environment around the cluster is apparently not as complex as the Pleiades, the large areal coverage (at least 58 Â 78 : Prosser 1992) and placement near the Galactic plane b < 278 certainly admit the possibility of a variable reddening environment between us and various parts of the cluster. Prosser (1992) computed colour excesses for newly identified lower main-sequence stars and found a similar average reddening EB 2 V 0X11 to that of Crawford & Barnes (1974) , but with many of the most heavily reddened stars concentrated in two areas of the cluster. As with the Pleiades, since our stars do not show unusually large reddening (and several show small reddening), we will adopt the cluster median value of EB 2 V 0X09X
AC T I V I T Y A N A LY S I S
In this section, we will not only look at the current young star sample, but will also include the cluster data from Paper I, and in some cases, the field star data from R97. With this larger, homogeneously observed and analysed sample we can investigate in detail various issues introduced in previous work. We will also include Hyades data from Wolff & Heasley (1987) and Garcia Lo Âpez et al. (1993) , for which, while not observed and analysed in exactly the same way as our data, the few stars in common show good agreement.
We will use the D3 equivalent width as a direct measure of chromospheric activity. Activity can also be parametrized by the absolute flux absorbed or emitted by the spectral feature or the ratio of this flux to stellar bolometric flux. Across our entire range of effective temperatures, the absolute flux absorbed only ranges about 0.3 dex (a factor of 2) for a given D3 equivalent width, and the ratio to bolometric flux remains identical to within 0.05 dex for a given equivalent width. Considering that for the early F stars the D3 equivalent widths cover a range of about 0.6±0.7 dex (with individual uncertainties of up to 0.1 dex), expressing activity in terms of the fraction of flux removed by the line has no advantage over equivalent width. However, since the absolute flux does show a variation with effective temperature larger than the measurement errors, we have verified that this parametrization does not affect our conclusions.
The parametrization of activity with the D3 equivalent width also has support in the calculations of Andretta & Giampapa (1995) . For both F and G stars they estimate maximum D3 equivalent widths of 100±150 mA Ê , and this implies that an equivalent width measurement of D3 provides an estimate of the active region filling factor.
D3 in early F stars
We now have data for main-sequence stars in five open clusters, as well as the field population, covering stellar ages from 50 Myr to 2±3 Gyr. The six groups 1 show slightly different boundaries between the strong activity of the early F stars and the weak or non-existent activity of the late A stars. Therefore we include all stars at and redward of that boundary in each cluster. In the special case of the Alpha Persei cluster, we have included the strongly active HE 501 along with the two cooler stars. Table 5 compares D3 strength among early F stars in the two clusters considered in this paper along with data from Paper I. All six stellar groups are in statistical agreement. In addition, R97 also found no difference between luminosity Class III, IV and V field stars. Thus the data show that average activity levels in the early F stars do not vary over a factor of nearly 100 in stellar age (50 Myr to 3 Gyr). The four largest samples all show a wide and similar range in star-to-star activity levels. We thus rule out age as a factor in explaining the large range in activity levels in the early F stars.
When comparing the Pleiades-age stars with Hyades-age stars, and even most of the field stars, the evolution in terms of T eff and thus B 2 V is small. In the models of Maeder & Meynet (1988) for 1.7-and 1.5-M ( stars, corresponding to our entire range of effective temperatures, B 2 V only changes by 10.01 and 20.03 mag, respectively, during the first 2 Gyr of main-sequence evolution, and even less from the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) to the age of the Hyades. For the 1.5-M ( model, B 2 V only covers a range of 0.04 mag for 4 Gyr. Thus, in comparing stars in essentially the same colour range in each stellar group, we are also comparing stars from the same range of masses in each group.
The lack of evolution of the mean level of chromospheric activity for the early F stars over such a long time-scale certainly contrasts with findings for solar-type stars. For instance, Barry, Cromwell & Hege (1987) found from the study of the Ca ii H and K lines that the absolute flux from these lines was an order of magnitude greater in the Pleiades as compared with the Hyades; the fluxes normalized to stellar luminosity were two orders of magnitude greater.
Since the solar-type stars show a similar decline in rotational velocity to the decline in activity, this decline is interpreted as evidence for dynamo activity and rotational spin-down owing to magnetic breaking by coronal winds. Thus one might interpret the uniformity of activity in the early F stars as evidence for nondynamo activity such as acoustic wave heating. However, the lack of activity evolution in the early F stars by itself does not necessarily rule out activity dominated by a rotationally dependent dynamo. Wolff & Simon (1997) found only a ,30 per cent decrease in rotational velocity between the ZAMS and terminalage main sequence (TAMS) for stars within the mass range considered here. Thus, even with a strong correlation between activity and rotation, the cluster data could still show similar activity levels. As we will see in Section 4.4, in agreement with previous work, in fact there is no relationship between activity and rotation for the early F stars, and this finding implies non-dynamo activity.
D3 in late A stars
Perhaps the most compelling result obtained from our sample of stars in the two young clusters is the detection of D3 in several stars considerably blueward of the supposed boundary found by R97 at B 2 V 0X29X (If we assume differential reddening for both clusters, we have even more detections blueward of B 2 V 0X29X At B 2 V 0 0X22Y HII 1362 represents the earliest star with a detected chromospheric D3 line, and one of the earliest stars that shows chromospheric activity via any spectral feature. With the exception of HE 501 the blue stars in the current sample show equivalent widths comparable to the weakest lines in the later stars and to the numerous upper limits of the Praesepe and Hyades star samples of Paper I. Thus, it appears that the lack of D3 detections for the bluest stars in previous investigations is at least partly because of the combination of relatively large rotational broadening and a weak line.
However, not all of the previously studied field stars and Hyades-age stars with B 2 V , 0X29 suffer large rotational broadening. A 10-mA Ê line would be apparent in most of our previously observed stars with B 2 V , 0X29Y and other investigators have placed 5±10 mA Ê upper limits on such stars. Thus there may exist a subtle age effect in the activity of late A stars, in the sense of decreasing activity with time. However, this magnitude of this effect cannot be determined without more observations of young stars, as well as higher S/N observations of older stars. R97 suggested based on field star data that either D3 does not exist in late A stars or it is typically too weak to observe at S/N of 150±200. It now appears that both of these effects are at work. D3 does appear in many young late A stars at these S/N for stars with relatively small rotational broadening, but is too weak to be observed in most field stars without higher-quality spectra.
Activity as a function of colour and the`F0 boundary'
R97 found evidence for an abrupt transition between detection and non-detection of D3 in a sample of field stars. This dividing line, the`F0 boundary', appeared for luminosity classes III±V and for Class V was located at B 2 V 0X29X Blueward of this boundary, all equivalent widths were less than 10 mA Ê , while all but one equivalent width redward of the boundary was greater than 10 mA Ê .
There were several exceptions in the data from Paper I, and, as Fig. 3 shows, the cluster data as a whole do not show such an abrupt boundary. Upper limits begin to appear at B 2 V 0X32 and detections do not end until B 2 V 0X22X As we have already stated, for Hyades-age and younger stars the changes in colour owing to stellar evolution are trivial and thus cannot contribute to the`blurring' of this boundary. Within this region most stars have equivalent widths of less than 10 mA Ê , but, even excluding HE 501, many stars show activity within 1s of the global mean for the early F stars. In fact, excluding three outliers which show unusually high activity for their colours (HE 501 at B 2 V 0X26Y HII 697 at B 2 V 0X31 and KW 227 at B 2 V 0X41Y there appears to be a well-defined activity upper limit with a linear dependence on colour. Based on the remaining active Notes:
Column 5 gives the sample standard deviation. Column 6 gives the standard error, s n21 a N p X stars, the slope of the upper limit is about 150 mA Ê mag
21
, with an x-intercept (representing the termination of activity) at B 2 V < 0X13X This suggests that stars earlier than B 2 V 0X22 will prove to have detectable D3 lines, in agreement with the presence of UV chromospheric lines in such stars.
Much of the blurring of the F0 boundary appears to be due to cluster-to-cluster variations. For example, both undetected stars with B 2 V . 0X30 are in the Hyades. Also, Alpha Persei star HE 501 blurs the boundary on the blue side and one might question its true unreddened colour. However, Hyades star VB 84 at B 2 V 0X26 should be subject to zero interstellar reddening and yet shows activity at both D3 and C ii l1335 (Simon & Landsman 1991) . The detections of weak activity in the bluest stars in the young clusters certainly blurs the boundary on the blue side. As discussed in Section 4.2, these detections appear to be best explained by a small age effect in the late A stars. In fact, such an age effect would appear to explain completely the difference between the abruptness of the boundary in the (older) field stars as compared with the (younger) cluster stars.
Activity and rotation
The primary limitation in observing D3 is the difficulty in measuring the weak line in the presence of large rotational broadening. In our sample, we observed a few stars with v sin i . 100 km s 21 Y but generally limited the sample to v sin i , 100X However, late A stars in the clusters show rotational velocities as large as 200, and in early F stars they can be as large as 150. Thus, even in the early F stars we are not quite sampling the entire range of v sin i. In Fig. 4 we plot activity versus rotation for the active cluster stars. Clearly no correlation exists up to v sin i < 100Y in agreement with previous investigators. Table 4 gives the FWHM for our Gaussian profile fits of the D3 lines. As with the data in Paper I, nearly all of the stars show D3 lines with significant broadening in excess of rotational broadening, and in general the FWHM of the D3 line is well correlated with v sin i. In Paper I we found two mild exceptions to this generality. In both cases the star exhibited a very weak D3 line, with the narrowness of the line being consistent with the likely small active region filling factor.
Linewidth
In the current data we find one star with an extremely narrow D3 line for its projected rotational velocity, HII 1266. Unlike the previous cases, this line is only half as broad as would be expected. However, again this star shows a very weak line, and both the width and strength of the line would be consistent either with activity limited to a narrow range of longitudes, or with activity limited to high latitudes where the rotational broadening will be small. In the former case, in multiple observations we should see a significant change in the heliocentric line centre as the active region or regions rotate around the disc. However, the range of central wavelengths of observations on different nights is only a few per cent of the 150 km s 21 limb-to-limb velocity range owing to rotation. Also, we would expect to see equivalent width variations as the region or longitude rotated on and off the disc, but this does not occur either.
Either we were very unlucky with phase coverage, or the data imply activity confined to high latitudes. Simon, Landsman & Gilliland (1994) also found evidence for such an effect in an observation of the C ii l1335 emission line in the A7 V star Altair. However, for the Si iii l 1206 line Simon & Landsman (1997) found significant excess broadening in this star. For HII 1266, the inclination could be as small as 308 when comparing its v sin i with other stars in Pleiades with similar spectral types, consistent with a mostly pole-on view.
C O N C L U S I O N S
We have presented the first measurements of chromospheric activity in a sample of young late A and early F stars by observing the helium D3 line in members of the Pleiades and Alpha Persei clusters. We find that for the early F stars the average activity level and the star-to-star range of activity levels are statistically identical to the Hyades-age sample from Paper I and the field star sample from R97. This indicates that activity in the early F stars remains constant over nearly a factor of 100 in stellar age (50 Myr to 3 Gyr), in contrast to the behaviour of activity in solartype stars.
In the late A stars, we detect a weak D3 line in several of the stars. In particular, the detection of Pleiades star HII 1362 at B 2 V 0 0X22 makes this the earliest star with an observed D3 line, and one of the earliest stars known with a chromosphere. Excluding the Alpha Persei cluster star HE 501 for which the assumption of uniform reddening may be incorrect, all of the detected late A stars have equivalent widths comparable to the weakest lines observed in the early F stars. Despite the weakness of these lines, the fact that we detected four out of five young late A stars suggests a decrease in chromospheric activity in the late A stars with age. Clearly, this tentative result needs to be tested with more observations of young late A stars, and higher S/N observations of older late A stars. Such a study might reveal information on the cause of the weaker activity in the late A stars.
We previously found an apparently abrupt boundary between activity and inactivity using the D3 line in field stars (R97). However, the cluster star data do not show this abrupt boundary, due primarily to the detections of D3 in the young late A stars. In fact, the cluster star data suggest an activity upper bound that decreases linearly with decreasing B 2 VX If we ignore a few stars that appear particularly active for their colours, we can approximate this relationship with a line of slope 150 mA Ê mag 21 and x-intercept B 2 V < 0X13X This would imply that chromospheric D3 lines should disappear at B 2 V < 0X13X While difficult to test owing to the implied very small equivalent widths in stars near this cut-off, this result is consistent with the finding of Simon & Landsman (1997) of chromospheric Lya emission from a star at B 2 V 0X16X
In one star we find evidence for activity confined to high latitudes. The narrowness of the D3 line, the weakness of the line, the lack of radial velocity variability and the lack of equivalent width variability all point to this conclusion. However, in most objects the activity appears to sample a large part of the rotational broadening function, and thus occurs at least partially at low latitudes.
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